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Abstract
Machine learning approaches are increasingly successful in image-based diagnosis, disease prognosis, and risk assessment. This
paper highlights new research directions and discusses three main challenges related to machine learning in medical imaging:
coping with variation in imaging protocols, learning from weak labels, and interpretation and evaluation of results.
Supervised learning techniques, which learn a mapping from
input data to output (labels) from a set of training examples,
have shown great promise in medical image analysis. Pattern
classification has been used for decades to detect, and later char-
acterize, abnormalities such as masses in mammograms and
nodules in chest radiographs based on features describing lo-
cal image appearance (Giger et al., 2008). With improvements
in computer hardware it has become feasible to train more and
more complex models on more data, and in the last few years,
the use of supervised learning in image segmentation, recogni-
tion, and registration has accelerated. Trained appearance mod-
els are replacing simple intensity and gradient models as a com-
ponent in segmentation systems, and statistical shape models
that describe the typical shape and shape variations in a set of
training shapes have replaced free form deformable models in
many cases. Several new methods learn to diagnose in a data
driven manner, using multivariate classification or regression to
directly map from imaging data to diagnosis. These techniques
are not restricted by current knowledge on disease-related ra-
diological patterns and often have higher diagnostic accuracy
than more traditional quantitative analysis based on simple vol-
ume or density measures.
Supervised quantification approaches can not only assist in
diagnosis, but are also increasingly used to predict future dis-
ease onset or progression. Models are then trained on data from
longitudinal studies in which the disease status years after the
acquisition of the baseline image is known. For example at
Erasmus MC, Achterberg et al. (2014) showed that hippocam-
pal shape classification in a healthy elderly population is pre-
dictive of onset of dementia symptoms up to ten years later.
van Engelen et al. (2014) used multivariate sparse Cox regres-
sion to take time to event into account in the model and found
that changes in plaque texture and volume in ultrasound images
of the carotid artery could predict future vascular events better
than traditional risk factors could.
Possibly the most widespread application of machine learn-
ing based diagnosis appearing in publications is in neu-
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rodegenerative diseases, where researchers aim to diagnose
Alzheimer’s disease or other forms of dementia, or predict con-
version from mild cognitive impairment (MCI) to dementia,
based on brain MR images. This is likely driven, at least in
part, by the availability of large datasets with diagnostic la-
bels, such as the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative
(ADNI) and Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS).
Another example where availability of data has altered the
course of research is the detection of diabetic retinopathy in
retinal fundus photographs. Many early papers focused on opti-
mizing detection and segmentation of retinal vessels, for which
several smaller public databases with ground truth are avail-
able. A recent Kaggle competition on diabetic retinopathy de-
tection 1 changed the field by providing 35000 images with
expert visual scores for training. It has drawn attention from
data scientists around the world with no or little prior experi-
ence in medical image analysis. Many of the 661 participating
teams used no specific pre-processing or segmentation but still
obtained very good results. The top performing contributions
used different layouts of convolutional networks, with exten-
sive data augmentation to increase the amount of training data
even further, and achieved performance scores surpassing those
previously reported for human experts.
We need to keep in mind that this example is a specific task,
performed on 2D images. Differential diagnosis or quantifi-
cation based on full 3D or 4D, possibly multi-modal, imaging
data would require even larger training sets to describe all bio-
logical variation adequately. Additional domain specific knowl-
edge will therefore still be needed in many cases. Nonetheless,
this example suggests that supplying general purpose machine
learning algorithms with a large amount of training data can
lead to large improvements in current state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in medical image analysis and computer aided diagno-
sis.
An enormous amount of data that could potentially be used
for training exists: clinical experts assess many thousands of
MRI and CT scans every day. In OECD countries alone, over
1https://www.kaggle.com/c/diabetic-retinopathy-detection
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200 million CT and MRI scans are acquired per year 2 and ra-
diographs and ultrasound images are acquired even much more
frequently. Making part of this data available to train computer
aided diagnosis algorithms could have tremendous impact.
In this paper I discuss three of the main challenges in
approaching diagnosis with machine learning techniques and
highlight several interesting research directions.
1. Varying imaging protocols
The main obstacle currently preventing wider use of machine
learning in medical imaging is a lack of representative training
data. While supervised learning techniques have shown much
promise in relatively constrained experiments with standardized
imaging protocols, their performance may quickly deteriorate
on new images that are acquired under slightly different con-
ditions and therefore appear different from the images encoun-
tered in the training stage. These techniques operate under the
assumption that both train and test datasets are random sam-
ples drawn from the same distribution. In practice however, the
available training data is often acquired earlier with a different
imaging protocol, different scanner model, or from a different
patient population, which would violate this assumption. An
example of typical differences that can be found in multi-center
MRI studies is given in Figure 1.
One approach to cope with these issues, which is gaining in-
creasing interest, is to apply transfer learning or domain adapta-
tion techniques. We discern two classes of approaches that both
aim to make train and test distributions more similar: weighting
and feature space transformation techniques.
In weighting based transfer learning, training data with
slightly different properties from the target data to analyze is
used next to some labeled target data. A transfer classifier or
regressor is trained on all samples, but the additional, different-
distribution samples receive a lower weight than the labeled tar-
get data. These different-distribution samples can help to reg-
ularize a classifier in a data driven manner — better than an
uninformed regularizer — which makes it possible to train a
reliable model with fewer labeled target samples. A similar ef-
fect can be achieved using the parameters of a classifier trained
on different data to regularize a classifier on the target samples,
as is done for instance in adaptive SVM. Such approaches may
be easier to share between institutes as they do not require ac-
cess to the original data samples that produced the classifier.
Alternatively, samples, images, or image sets can be weighted
in a fully unsupervised manner e.g. based on feature distribu-
tion similarity (van Opbroek et al., 2015b) or sample similarity
(Heimann et al., 2014) with the target data.
In our research, we found that weighting based transfer learn-
ing approaches can significantly improve classification accu-
racy in MRI segmentation problems when few target samples
are labeled (van Opbroek et al., 2015a; van Engelen et al.,
2015). However, the number of labeled target samples at which
a classifier trained on only those samples performs as good
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as the transfer learning approaches was in these experiments
quite low — several hundred labeled voxels distributed over
all classes, up to a few well chosen, fully annotated images
(Figure 2). This depends of course on the data distribution
and the model complexity. We would expect that with more
complex representations, such as an increased number of image
features or the representations obtained using 3D deep neural
networks, the benefit of transfer learning becomes more clear.
For example, in a different application using marginal space
learning to localize ultrasound transducers in fluoroscopy se-
quences, Heimann et al. (2014) could completely eliminate lo-
calization errors by augmenting training sequences with syn-
thetic data and subsequently downweighting less realistic syn-
thetic images using a domain adaptation. Moreover, there is
clearly still room for improvement in current methods; many
general purpose transfer learning techniques are available but
few explicitly take (medical) image properties into account.
While approaches based on sample or image weighting can
compensate for some changes in distribution, they assume that
the conditional distribution of the labels given the feature vec-
tors is similar between the target data and (at least part of) the
training data. This will often not be the case, for instance if
intensity scale or contrast varies between images and the de-
rived image features are not invariant to such transformations.
A first step to address this will typically be image contrast nor-
malization or standardization of image features to zero mean
and unit variance, if necessary followed by a correction for in-
tensity inhomogeneities. To compensate for further differences
in distributions, a range of supervised and unsupervised tech-
niques have been proposed in the machine learning and com-
puter vision literature to project data into a latent space where
distributions are more similar, for instance by minimizing the
so-called Maximum Mean Discrepancy between distributions
in a kernel space. An important remaining issue is that although
transfer learning often improves results on similar tasks, with-
out sufficient labeled target data it is not possible to detect nega-
tive transfer which undermines performance. Transfer learning
techniques that could guarantee that the result of the transfer
technique is never worse than the supervised solution, such as
recently proposed for semi-supervised learning (Loog, 2016),
are therefore of great interest.
The approaches discussed so far use training data from differ-
ent sources more wisely and can compensate for possible dif-
ferences between distributions. An alternative strategy would
be to collect a very large and heterogeneous database for each
task that contains all possible variations in imaging protocols,
similar to the approach taken in the diabetic retinopathy compe-
tition described earlier. Combined with a sufficiently rich fea-
ture representation and a sufficiently flexible learning model,
this simple approach could work well in practice.
2. Weak labels
Related to the lack of representative training data is a general
lack of annotated data that could be used for training. Most cur-
rent methods for segmentation or abnormality detection need
manually segmented images to train on. This requires that a)
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Figure 1: MRI of the carotid artery obtained at two different sites in a multi-center study to improve diagnosis of high-risk carotid plaques. The imaging protocols in
this study were carefully aligned, but due to different scanning equipment and different practices in different centers, some changes are unavoidable. Lumen, plaque,
calcium spots (*) and intraplaque hemorrhage (black dot) can clearly be distinguished in both protocols, but visual appearance differs. Reproduced with permission
from van Engelen et al. (2015).












Figure 2: Classification errors by a classifier trained on all data (blue, dashed
line); a classifier trained on labeled target samples only (red, dotted line); and
the best transfer classifier (black solid line) of van Opbroek et al. (2015a), for
brain tissue segmentation, as a function of the number of labeled target samples
(left) and for white matter lesion segmentation and as a function of labeled
target images (right).
humans are able to not only visually assess the images, but in-
dicate boundaries reliably, which may be problematic for exam-
ple for diffuse abnormalities; and b) resources are available to
perform segmentation for the sole purpose of developing image
analysis systems. Much more training data would be readily
available if weaker labels that indicate for instance the pres-
ence, but not the location, of an abnormality could be exploited
as well.
Learning with such weak, image-level labels can be ad-
dressed using multiple instance learning techniques. An im-
age is then represented as a collection of instances (e.g. im-
age patches) and the relation between the image label and the
collection, rather than the individual instances, is learned. An
example is the work of Sørensen et al. (2012), which uses mul-
tiple instance classification based on feature histograms of 3D
patches randomly sampled within the lungs in CT images to
discriminate between participants in a lung cancer screening
study who had COPD and those who had normal lung function.
Discrimination using this classification approach was found to
be more accurate than using classic density measures and less
sensitive to confounders such as gender and changes in inspi-
ration level. The advantage of this approach over other super-
vised texture analysis methods is that it does not require local,
manual annotation by experts. In a similar approach applied to
a dataset where also local annotations were available, Melen-
dez et al. (2015) found that performance of multiple instance
learning was not significantly different from its fully supervised
counterpart in diagnosis of tuberculosis on chest X-rays.
These approaches have gone a long way in reducing the la-
beling effort required, however, they still rely on standardized
diagnostic labels that may not always be available. Of special
interest are therefore recent efforts to link supervised learning
with semantic representations derived from free-text radiology
reports such as presented by Schlegl et al. (2015). This work
showed that learning based on a more complete, semantic rep-
resentation outperformed multiple instance learning based on
image-level labels alone in the interpretation of retinal OCT
images. Such techniques need to be developed further to opti-
mally use information from clinical reports and will eventually
allow imaging biomarker discovery using large scale machine
learning in routine clinical data.
3. Interpretation and evaluation
There are risks associated with applying learning techniques
as a “black box” to perform diagnosis and risk assessment. A
flexible learning system in a high-dimensional feature space
can behave unexpectedly and this can be difficult to detect.
When derived biomarkers show good separability between dis-
ease groups, it is tempting to assume that they must be good at
detecting the underlying signs of disease. However, depending
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on the training data, diagnosis decisions could well be driven
not by signs of disease, but by signs of a confounding factor
that is correlated with disease status in the training set. For in-
stance, if a disease has higher prevalence in men than in women,
a complex learning algorithm might decide that the size of cer-
tain structures is a good indicator for the risk of disease, while
in a study covering a large age range, signs of normal aging
might be highlighted as strongly suspicious of dementia. Reme-
dies are to collect a training set that is carefully balanced for
confounding factors by e.g. age and gender matching between
case and control groups, or — probably better — to incorporate
possible other predictors in the learning and thus learn the joint
relation between confounders and image appearance.
Due to these issues, it is not sufficient to know that a given
learning approach has excellent performance on a given dataset.
We should aim to understand what features drive the decisions
and what are the corresponding pitfalls. While our field has be-
come better at comparing results on common, public databases
among others in the many challenge workshops of the past few
years, it is still difficult to predict the value of new algorithms
outside the evaluated dataset. Generalization performance de-
pends strongly on the size of the training set in relation to the
complexity of the representation and learning model, and it is
therefore surprising that most papers in the field only show a
single point on a learning curve when comparing techniques.
It would be more informative to show not only average perfor-
mance on a specific training set, but also learning curves visu-
alizing performance as a function of amount of training data as
well as examples of cases in which the algorithm fails.
To conclude
Machine learning approaches appear to be taking over the
field and are increasingly successful in image-based diagnosis,
disease prognosis, and risk assessment. Many scientific and
practical challenges still need to be addressed to unlock their
full potential, including how to train strong models on little
data, how to improve access to data, how to best make use of
the image structure and particularities of medical imaging data
in designing our models, how to interpret results, and how to
apply these results in clinical practice.
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